
Is there any reason why you would or wouldn't vote in the future?

As my family is labour I agree with them and wish to see them in power.

because every vote counts and everyone should vote

Because every vote counts.

Because everyone has a right to have a say in things.

because having my say is important

Because I can.

Because I don't want an idiot running the country.

because I see all my family doing it

Because I want a say in my future.

Because I want the best future for me.

Because I want the best future.

Because I want to

Because I want to be a good it will be easy for me.

Because I want to choose my electred leaders

Because i want to choose who make the decisions.

because I want to get involved

Because I want to get involved.

Because I want to get involved.

because I want to have a go at doing it.

Because I want to have a say in what happens.

Because I want to make a difference.

Because I want to.

Because I want to.

Because I will have a chance in voting for the right house

Because I will share my opinions.

because I wont not want to vote

Because I would like to

Because I would like to be a part of choosing what happens in the future.

Because I would like to make a change to the country.

Because I would like to make a difference.

Because I would like to make a positive difference to the country and help people who need it.

because I would want to support who I think will do the right thing

Because I wouldn't want someone to be leading us or making decisions on my behalf

because I'd like to have a say in my future.

Because if it`s where I live I want a choice on who runs it.

because if the people are not good.

because it can make a difference

Because it could make a difference.

Because it is important to as every vote counts.

Because it is important to vote because your vote matters and if you want to make a change by voting you 

can change.

because it is vital to vote as is it the future of the country and it is important

Because it may effect my future life and people fought for my rights to vote.

Because it particularly could influence the local leadership and referendums such as the recent one.

Because it will help the person I vote to win.

Because it would be my future so I would get a chance to choose what's right.

Because it's a say in our future, every vote counts.

Because its fun.

Because its important for England.



because its our right to chose our politition

Because my opinion might win the vote by 1.

Because my vote could make a difference.

because my vote may be the difference

Because my vote will also make an impact like everyone else's.

Because of you don't vote, you have no say in what happens, so you can't complain is something that you 

don't like happens ?!

Because some people can make a difference.

Because the thing that the vote is for could effect my life.

Because then I will have a say on where I live.

because then they could be a chance that the person looked for could be chosen.

Because they will run our country.

Because voting is cool and important.

because we are voting for the world we live in.

because we have a chance to where some other countries don't.

because you can make the country better

Because you have right to vote and its important to vote

Because you have rights to vote

Cause it could benefit me.

Cause it could benefit me.

change the environment the livelihood.

change the future.

Change the way life is now.

Change things in the area.

every vote counts

Every vote counts

Every vote counts.

Every vote counts.

Every vote counts.

Every vote counts.

Everyone should have a say.

Free university places.

Have my own say

I am going to be living with regulations that I do not want, so voting for the best party that I like is 

I believe when you can vote it is important . it's when you can actually give your opinion and know it all 

counts for something.

I don't understand politics but if I did I would

I have no reason why I wouldn't vote in the future.

I have to make my opinions heard.

I probably vote because the final decision will affect everyone

I probably vote but it probably wont be anything

I think everyone has a voice and it should be heard. Important to have an opinion.

I think I have a right to vote as I have a right to have my say or what I think

I think I should have a say in who rules our country.

I think I would vote for the members of parliament

I think it is important to have your say

I think it makes a big difference

I think our views and opinions matter

I think voting is important to make a choice about your home.

I think we all have responsibility to contribute to our society in a positive way



I vote because I want to get involved.

I want a good change in the future for the next generation

I want the councillor for our community.

I want to be choose who will make decisions that will affect me

I want to make my area better.

I want to share my opinion.

I want to vote if I wasn't happy with the government.

I want to vote in the future because I have the right to.

I will vote because I think it will make a difference to the country.

I will vote if I don't like anyone

I will vote to choose the who I would like to make decisions on my behalf

I will vote to make sure I chose the right person to care for our community and who looks after roads and 

I would as I think my opinion and choice should matter and be taken into consideration

I would because 1 vote could change everything.

I would because I believe every vote counts and I should make a positive contribution

I would because I believe everyone makes a difference.

I would because I like to be a factor of the change. I wouldn't because I don't see the point.

I would because I want to have a say in what happens.

I would because I want to vote the person who will work hard for our country.

I would because I would like to choose who makes the decisions but also my votes only I out of loads so it 

doesn't really matter.

I would because my vote can make a change

I would definatly vote because I have been taught that it makes a difference

I would if it would help.

I would like labour to win.

I would like to choose who rules my country

I would like to have a say for the county/area.

I would like to have a say in how this country could be run.

I would not because I want to choose a trust worthy person who will give us a better future.

I would so I am part of the influence of the decisions.

I would so I can make sure that the least stupid candidate gets the job. I think the Gorilla should get the job.

I would so I could have my say

I would to get the best life I can.

I would vote

I would vote

I would vote and try and get what we need.

I would vote as I think it is important to have your say in the community.

I would vote as it would make a difference

I would vote as then I would be able to have my own say about what I think about where I live.

I would vote because everyone's vote counts

I would vote because I could have a say in who should run our country.

I would vote because I could then have a say in decisions that will affect me.

I would vote because I don't like the prime minister and he's made our GCSE's harder and more stress for us.

I would vote because I don't want to live under someone's rules that I didn't vote for, I didn't have good 

I would vote because I have a right to vote

I would vote because I have the chance to do what I think is right.

I would vote because I should have a say/voice



I would vote because I think everyones vote counts and you can decide for your future ruler.

I would vote because I want a say in the country future

I would vote because I want my say in the community

I would vote because I want to be left out.

I would vote because I want to follow rules/laws that I want to and if I didn't vote for the best in my opinion I 

would be complaining about them

I would vote because I want to have a person with good pledges and ideas for the prime minister who will 

make a good difference

I would vote because I want to have an effect on what I want to happen.

I would vote because I want to make a difference to the town/country.

I would vote because I want to make the difference

I would vote because I want to try to England a good political place.

I would vote because I went to make a difference

I would vote because I would like to make a difference.

I would vote because if I don't, it make difference

I would vote because it affects our lives in many ways

I would vote because it could make a difference and I get to pick.

I would vote because it depends on the future generation.

I would vote because it might help make a difference.

I would vote because it might make a difference for a better future

I would vote because it would affect myself as well as my community

I would vote because its my decision on who I think will be the best to secure my future and I will think this 

through thoroughly and make a decision.

I would vote because my vote could be vital in getting what I want.

I would vote because my vote could help what I want.

I would vote because my vote could make a difference in the community

I would vote because one more vote could make a difference.

I would vote because our votes could make a difference.

I would vote because the more votes the better.

I would vote because.

I would vote for pendle for my futer

I would vote if there are good parties in the election and if I think that it will be good for the country.

I would vote in the future as I need to improve the country/area that I live in.

I would vote in the future as I want to

I would vote in the future as I would have the chance to choose who makes decisions

I would vote in the future because I think everyone makes a difference

I would vote in the future because I think that voting is a good thing and you cant mourn if you don't vote.

I would vote in the future because I wont the chance in the better

I would vote in the future because I would like to be able to choose who I think will be most suited to make 

decisions on behalf of my community.

I would vote in the future because its important that everyone gets a say and they get a chance to be heard

I would vote in the future because then ill be able to have my say

I would vote in the future depending on which team I think would help and like

I would vote in the future to get all my rights

I would vote in the future to get wy all vigats

I would vote in the future to improve our area

I would vote so I can give the party I want to win a better chance

I would vote so that people would know my opinion.

I would vote so that they were better roads and more bind to put rubbish in.

I would vote so the final decision would effect everyone



I would vote so then I could choose the right person who would be able to improve our local area

I would vote so there would be a chance for the country to be a way I want.

I would vote to get a better future

I Would vote to have a better place for us to live.

I would vote to have a good future in the country

I would vote to have a say in the country

I would vote to have my say

I would vote to have my say I don't know who to vote for.

I would vote to have my say.

I would vote to help make a difference. I wouldn't vote if I didn't know who to choose

I would vote to help myself in the future

I would vote to make a difference

I would vote to make our area a better place

I would vote to make sure I could have my say and to support those who have similar beliefs to me.

I would vote to try and get what I want.

I would vote to try and make a difference.

I would vote when im old enough because I would like to have a say and it could affect my future

I would vote wisely the person thot I don't to person and be a MP or councilor

I would vote yes as I want to have a say in what happens locally and to our country.

I would want the best in the future.

I would want to have a say in what happens as it would be my future and the future of my friends and family 

would be affected.

I would want to vote as I would want to say what happens in my life.

I would want to vote if I want anything to change

I'd vote as I would want to take part in having my say and I would feel that it would have an impact

I'd vote as there are people who can make a difference and those who just worry about immigrants.

I'd vote because I can even though my vote wouldn't make a difference.

I'd vote because it would change/improve the lives of others

I'd vote because my parents always vote.

id vote because there are many things id like to have a say in.

I'd vote to make a difference

I'd want a say in what happens where I live.

If I don't vote I cant exactly complain about what happens

If I vote I can make a difference.

if you don't vote you can't complain about the results.

Impact the future.

improve community and environment

In the future I would like to vote because I want to choose who would be the best to make decisions

it affects my future and I believe I should have a say in what happens. It therefore affects me and my life

it could make a change in the area i live in

It could make a difference.

It helps our future.

It will help the environment and the society.

It will help the environment and the society.

it would make a difference to my future

It's important to vote so we don't end up with a leader that we don't want.

look after the enviroment

Make my area better.

my vote could make the difference between a good and bad leader

No because we are the new generation and we should decide the future



no I would vote to make an impact on the future

No reason I would not as my parents vote.

One vote could change anything, also every little helps.

so I can choose who I want to choose

so I can choose who will look after my area.

So I can have a chance to select the person

so I can have a say

so I can have a say and it might make a difference

So I can have a say.

So I can have a say.

So I can have my say.

So I can tell people iv voted.

so I can vote for Donald trump

So I could chose who I wanted to lead.

so I could help my community

So I get a say and help improve things by giving a vote.

So I have my saying.

So that I can have a say in what happens in the community.

so that my opinion matters

So that somehow I could make a difference and vote for what I think is right.

So that someone who is good for us makes decisions for us.

So the right person gets elected.

so then I can get my point out

So then my opinion would be heard a little bit.

So there's an extra vote for something to happen to Nelson.

So we know what's the best for the future.

the make the enviroment a better place

the person who is the next government is going to decide how I live so I rather pick the one best for me

There are woman that risked their life's for the right and even though there may not be a party that I'm 

totally supportive of I have to make the best of what we have.

There is no reason but I want to have a say.

There is no reason I just do it like vote

There is no reason I would just want to have a say.

To be part of the community.

to change things and make it better

To change things and make it better/better environment.

To choose what is right

to choose who I want to run the country

to chose the right person that can make a difference

To get a say in what is going to happen in the area I live in.

To get my say.

To get my voice heard.

To get what I want.

to give my opinion

To give my reasons

To give my vote and reason

To have a say

To have a say in political decisions

To have a say in what goes on and who runs it.

To have a say in what happens.



To have a say on who it is.

to have a say when political things happen

To have a say/voice To be heard

To have a voice

To have a voice

to have my say

to have my say

To have my say in the would even though it might not make a difference

To have my say.

To have my say.

To have what I think heard.

To help stuff.

To help us.

To make a change with my vote

To make a change.

To make a change.

to make a difference

To make a difference and just being lazy.

to make a difference in life for the people who are younger than me.

To make a difference to the community and make it a better place by voting the best person.

To make a new Councillor head of a town if he is better

To make Nelson better.

to make things better

To make things better.

To stop stupid things, like brexit happening

To take part in the changes

University fees

viience, if you don't vote a particular party people changing votes lies

voting directly affects my future so I want to do this

voting directly affects my future so I want to do this

Voting is important in general to make a difference

ye si will vote for the future because I will let the best group

Yes as it's my future so I would vote.

yes because even one vote can change who gets elected and who doesn't and it is always good to give your 

choice or opinion to make a change

yes because even one vote can change who gets elected and who doesn't and it is always good to give your 

choice or opinion to make a difference

yes because I think it makes a big difference.

Yes because I want someone good to lead us

Yes because I want to make all our futures better.

Yes I will as I can not complain about what is happening in the world if I don't vote.

yes I will vote because I will let the best group win

yes I would love to have a say in what happens to my future..

yes if I liked or disliked the candidates

Yes so I can decide he country's future.

yes so I can decide the country's future.

Yes to make sure all rules are fair for everybody.

yes, because one vote could make a difference so I would like to vote when I'm old enough

Yes, I would want to try and make a change: help the environment, and create a safe place to live.

You have to vote.



You want to decide who is your countries head leader.

You want to decide who is your country's next leader.

because anybody doesn't want to vote

Because don't want to vote because it'll be new for us to do it.

Because effort.

Because I don't knowhow it will benefit me and its majority anyways

Because I don't like either people so why should I?

Because I don't want to get involved.

Because I don't want to.

because I doubt one vote will make all the difference. so I still have mixed feelings on voting.

Because I have gotten this right, which I shouldn't miss

because it wouldn't interest me

Cant be bothered.

Don't care about it.

Don't care about politics.

don't think its worth it

Don't want to and I would be busy with my life and if I vote then people will question me.

I am not interested in voting for elections.

I don't agree with most politics

I don't really care

I don't really care about politics.

I like to say out of politics.

I think it's really tough decision. It's why I don't want to vote.

I would let other people do the voting.

I would not vote because I don't like the prime minister and he has made GCSE harder.

I wouldn't vote because I don't see the point because every party does the same thing.

I`m not into politics.

I'm not interested.

It barely makes a difference anyway.

Not interested

Not interested  relay.

wouldn't know which party to vote for

Yes because I don't care what happens.

because I may not know who I want to vote for

Depends if the people have got ideas that will benefit my family and friends.

don't know

Don't know

Don't know

Don't know.

Don't know.

Don't know.

Don't know.

I don't know

I don't know

I don't know

I don't know

I don't know

I don't know

I don't know but I probably will to help change the future.

I don't know when the time comes I'll decide.



I don't know yet

I don't know.

I don't know.

I don't know.

I have no clue.

I might vote.

if I didn't care about it

If I don't find the vote important I wouldn't vote. If I don't get the application or I have to travel far I wouldn't 

vote

If I wasn't going to vote it's because I would disagree with both sides.

it depends in what the voting is for.

It depends really I might vote, I might not I can't predict the future.

It just depends on the people who I vote for

maybe

maybe if I don't like the option

Maybe if there important such as choosing a prime minister.

No

No

NO

no

No

no

NO

no

no

NO

No

no

No

no

no

no

No

No

NO

No

No

No

No

No

No

no because I might have a bad name out there

No particular reason

No reason.

No reason.

No there is no reason why I would or would not vote.

NO.

No.

No.

No.



No/1 was the child in Harambes enclosure.

Nope

nope.

Nope.

Not really.

Not really.

Not really.

Not sure

Not sure.

As long as its not Nazi concentration camps they want then they're not to bad.

because all election runners think there the best and don't really do much just choices nobody else in the 

country town wants.

Because iv got 5 years until I am 18!

Because sometimes you don't get when you vote so you might get annoyed.

Because you have to register online

Because.......

Compulsory to vote over 18

Donald Trump

Donald trump is bad

Don't understand it.

I don't think the candidates who do get voted in, stay true to the statements that  they make, and all I see 

when elections come around are mounds of useless paper which used to be a living tree being put to waste, 

for that tree that was cut down could have been used to continue decreasing the amount of pollution in the 

air by reducin

I want to live in a different country.

Politics is just a bunch of adults acting children and trying shout above each other.

the prime ministers are rubbish

there might be


